


Best Innovation in Hotel Concept



Hotel twentyseven

TwentySeven has innovatively redefined the
basis of a ẎțɐʌǸȺẏdesign and luxury . Every
sense was thought out to extreme detail in a
fusion of technology, consciousness, comfort
and luxury . The hotel is comprised of 16
uniquely appointed stunning suites, a chic
bar and a tantalizing restaurant .

The inspiration of TwentySeven was to create
an unforgettable and surreal atmosphere for
guests that have 'seen it all', to create an
environment that guests have truly never
experienced before . To feel completely taken
into an alternate and intimate reality where
one can forget about the world for a time . To
create a magical impact on all of their senses
innovation was the key .



Conception ðpartners involved

Owner / Director:
Award winning Hotelier Eric Toren

Architects: 
ZZDP Artchitects . 

Famous Dutch Interior Designers: 
Wim van de Oudeweetering & 
Cris van Amsterdam

Ẫfɐɶ ʌțȡɾ ɳɶɐȲǸǪʌṹ ʌțǸɶǸ ʭǍɾ Ʌɐ ɾǸʌʌȺȡɅȓ Ȓɐɶ ȺǸɾɾ ʌțǍɅ ʭɐɶȶȡɅȓ 
with the top design houses and supreme materials from 
ǍɶɐʔɅǱ ʌțǸ ʭɐɶȺǱẫ

- Wim van de Oudeweetering

ẪWhat do we need to create a complete dream
experience , through all six senses ?Ṻ TwentySeven is so
much more than just a hotel, we are creating a dream
environment that has really never been done before , no
expense has been spared , all details are unique and
special, details that no other hotel has . Our guests
continue to be ẬậWowed ṻậậby the whole experience , the
ultimate ǪɐɃɳȺȡɃǸɅʌẫ.

- Eric Toren



Innovation through the six senses

silence is a luxury

-How to create complete silence inside a turn of
the 19th century monumental building on the
busiest square of the city -

¶ Inside TwentySeven , guests are in a silent cocoon .
High -tech innovation has created complete sound
insulation from the bustling city .

¶ The door of each suite is 10 cm thick , fully soundproof
and handmade . Never done before in Europe .

¶ Completely silent air -conditioning units (also with
special air purifying filtration system for completely
clean breathing )

¶ Not double glass but soundproof quadruple glass
windows (2 sets of double windows ).

¶ No cost was spared to create perfect sound insulation
for guests , via the walls , floors , ceilings , windows and
doors , never done before at this level .



Innovation through the six senses

Soft to the Touch

-How to allow guests to feel like they are
surrounded by a warm blanket -

Å Revolutionary approach to interior hotel design .
Å Lush deep velvet sofas .
Å Handwoven carpets of silk made in Nepal, completely

soft to the touch .
Å Every surface of TwentySeven has a unique touch, from

the smooth Onyx bar to the texture of the unique and
alluring textile wallpaper . Wallpapers created by the
finest design houses of Europe many created with the
fine silks .



Innovation through the six senses

Sight beyond vision

- How to create a surreal visual synergy from every 
vantage point inside TwentySeven -

Å Visual stimulation takes over with every turn you take 
in TwentySeven , the design and detail is breathtaking. 

Å Set the lighting atmosphere of the Suite to match your 
mood, at the touch of a button the lighting theme and 
color adjusts to ones desired state of mind, be it sunny 
or sultry. 

Å ñʌǍʌǸ ɐȒ ʌțǸ Ǎɶʌ Ẏ!ʔʌɐɃǍʌȡɐɅ ɾʳɾʌǸɃɾẏ ȡɅ ʌțǸ ɾʔȡʌǸɾ 
allows control of everything in the room.

Å For visual pleasure, the finest art collection by Cobra 
Art and Art by Fez, is on display throughout the hotel 
and available for private viewings.



Innovation through the six senses

Revelation in Taste

- How to create an innovative taste experience to 
the concept of cocktails and fine dining -

Å Restaurant Bougainville is a dream to the tastebuds , 
with a unique & innovative menu.

Å Taste the finest wines and champagnes, curated by 
sommelier Lendl Mijnhijmer, awarded Best Sommelier 
of The Netherlands 2018 among numerous other 
awards.

Å Revolutionary probiotic cocktail menu, exclusive 
ingredients & creations, at Bar TwentySeven , 

Å Introducing the Carino , the Signature cocktail of 
TwentySeven , created by the head bartender / best 
cocktail shaker in the world, 2018 Bacardi Legacy 
Global Cocktail award winner: Eric van Beek

Å This combination of talent and class creates a culinary 
masterpiece of The Netherlands finest.



Innovation through the six senses

Enchantment in the air

-How to capture the unforgettable essence of 
TwentySeven through scent -

Å A signature scent throughout the hotel has been
created and branded exclusively for TwentySeven by
fragrance specialists of Delush . The first hotel in The
Netherlands to do this .

Å A scent that captures the sultry, chic, fresh, tempting,
bold and warm feeling of TwentySeven .

Å Smell is strongly associated with feeling, emotion and
memory



Innovation through the six senses

The sixth sense 

-How to create a union of the highest level of six 
star services with genuine boutique personal 
attention -

Å Guests needs are anticipated by personal butlers and
guest services agents, always on hand to attend to
every need, often before the guests know it .

Å The team is hand selected from The Netherlands finest
in hospitality, trained and led by the top hotelier of the
country, a special training program has been created
to fuse 6 star service and attention to detail together
with a personalized and genuine approach . An
innovative union to offer sophisticated, yet warm and
caring finesse to guests . The feedback and reviews
from guests speak for themselves .



Innovation through the six senses

The sixth sense ðbespoke services

-How to create a union of the highest level of six star services with genuine boutique 
personal attention -

Å Bespoke services are handpicked and curated exclusively for guests of TwentySeven , to create 
once in a life time experiences that go beyond any standard. 

Å An innovative team of specialists are at hand to enhance guests experiences:

Å Night life specialists for an insider experience and unforgettable nights.
Å Hot air balloon dinners from a Dutch master chef. 
Å Top stylist and personal shoppers. Insider guided tours that open doors no other 

tour guides can offer. 
Å Personal trainers including a Dutch world champion boxer for in -suite training 

sessions. 
Å Champagne boat tours. 
Å In suite spa treatments from the top therapists of the city. 
Å VIP airport services .
Å Customized artwork for guests by famous photographer / artist.
Å Magician and mentalist available for entertainment in -suite. 
Å For parents, TwentySeven will arrange not just a nanny service but a service from a 
ʌǸǍɃ ɐȒ ɳǍɾɾȡɐɅǍʌǸ ǪțȡȺǱ ǪǍɶǸ ɳɶɐȒǸɾɾȡɐɅǍȺɾ ʌțǍʌ ʭȡȺȺ ǸɅțǍɅǪǸ ʳɐʔɶ ǪțȡȺǱɶǸɅẏɾ ȲɐʳṞ 
whatever their little big hearts desire.

Å The above is a short abbreviation of the endless service possibilities available to guests.



Implementation and evaluation (1/2)

Å Officially opened January 2018

Å Total cost for realization of this project :
Approximately 25 million Euro spent on this independent project, total with
restoring outside and inside (confidential information, not for public
distribution)

Å 16Suites :
3 Junior Suites - from 40 up to 47 square meters : Ồ540 - Ồ1200
6 One Bedroom Suites - from 51up to 75 square meters : Ồ700 -Ồ2,200
7 Stunning Signature Suites, each with special features and ability to
connect suites for up to 3 bedrooms plus terrace (more explanation below)
5 of these are 2- bedroom suites : size ranges from 60 up to 245 square
meters : Ồ1,200 and up

Å Expected Average Room Rate :
Ồ1,200 (Junior suites starting at Ồ540 . Highest category suites can go as
high as Ồ8,000 in high season for special suites)

Å Occupancy Rate : 80 % - 85%



Implementation and evaluation (2/2)

Å Customer Satisfaction Measurement :

Direct personalized contact with guests :

TwentySeven crafts a genuine tailormade
guest experience with personal attention
and contact with the guests . Attending to
their wishes from the moment of booking
until well after check -out, a very unique
approach to guest contact, offering
complete heartfelt care and Wow feeling
for each guest . Personalized contact with
each guest after check -out directly from
the owners . A close eye on all reviews .

All reviews on Trip Advisor are 5 star
glowing reviews .
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Image gallery of bar Twentyseven


